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A TIME OF CHANGE, CHALLENGE,  
AND OPPORTUNITY
Never has the pace of change in an economy and in a society 
been as rapid and as transformational as it is today.  Over 
the past few years, social, environmental, and economic 
movements boldly confronting the great challenges of our 
time: the climate emergency, wealth and social inequalities, 
and the COVID-19 pandemic, have instigated a profound time 
of introspection for individuals, educators, business leaders, 
charities and foundations, and governments. Many have 
questioned their purpose, their role, their impact, and their 
responsibility to each other and to the next generation. 

From this reflection, we see the emergence of fundamental 
changes to our society and perspectives on value and values. 
The economy and many of the institutions that power it, are 
both responding to and shaping change, while in a time of 
great crisis. There is a notable rise in purpose-driven business, 
in businesses committed to significant ESG goals, to 
momentum for decent work, and anti-racism, reconciliation, 
and inclusion efforts are taking hold in leading institutions, 
corporations, and civil society.

In Central Ontario, over 647,000 young people in grades 3 – 12 
are watching and engaging with these movements, events, 
and conditions. They have been profoundly impacted by the 
pandemic. Anxiety and disengagement, learning and social 
loss, and the loss of loved ones to COVID-19, are realities. They 
are thinking about what this means for their future. They’re 
thinking about what future they want. They wonder if it will 
be available to them. JA Central Ontario can affect these 
systemic issues through our programs, our partnerships, and 
our approach to impact. 
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A JA experience helps young people think about how the 
career paths they take, the financial decisions they make 
- and perhaps the companies they create, will be not only 
financially successful but also have positive social and 
environmental impact. JA has a role that is more important 
than ever to help young people not only build back but 
move forward, full of possibilities. 

As an organization, we are adapting to an unprecedented 
speed and scale of digitization of education and business 
operations, changing competition, outcomes-driven 
funding, and evolving donor, partner, student, and 
employee expectations. As we adapt, we too must also look 
to the future, anticipating what lies on the horizon and 
greeting the challenge with our entrepreneurialism and a 
learning mindset.

JA Worldwide’s statements of commitment to 
the UN Global Goals, particularly those related to  

BRING OUR PURPOSE TO LIFE  
in a way that is deeply relevant to our times. 

QUALITY 
EDUCATION

DECENT WORK 
AND ECONOMIC 

GROWTH

REDUCED 
INEQUALITIES

SUSTAINABLE 
CITIES AND 

COMMUNITIES  
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VOICES OFFERING INSIGHTS  
AND COLLABORATION
We engaged over 120 JA students, volunteers, staff, partners, 
educators, donors, industry and community leaders through 
focus groups, key informant interviews, surveys, working 
sessions, and the Strategic Planning Advisory Committee.  
We invited them to share and explore their perspectives 
about how JA Central Ontario has an impact, what JA 
experiences offer, what could be possible if we did things 
differently, and what it would take. Their voices are deeply 
reflected in this strategy.

We also learned from JA Canada and other Canadian JAs 
about their efforts and their views on issues, innovations, 
impact, and strategy. We in turn, participated in the JA 
Canada strategic refresh process being conducted on a 
parallel timeline to ours, and to which we will have alignment. 
JA Central Ontario is also cognizant that JA Worldwide is in 
the process of a global brand refresh, scheduled to launch 
in fall/winter 2021. Both of these strategies will present 
opportunities for a modern, highly relevant and resilient  
JA—locally, nationally, and worldwide. 

EVOLVING OUR PERSPECTIVE  
ON IMPACT 
We embarked on this strategic planning process from the 
position that while JA Central Ontario is rooted in a strong 
foundation, transformation and evolution are required for 
our future relevance and resilience. The world is changing. 
We must meet this change with enthusiasm and leadership. 
Transformation requires bold revelations and ideas, for they 
require you to alter your perspective so that you can see new 
opportunities, challenges, strengths, and weaknesses – so 
you can forge a brave new path, being intentional about 
what you take with you and what you need to let go of, while 
honouring who you are. 

As we meet the challenges and opportunities of today – 
and tomorrow, we will ground our fresh perspective in the 
drivers of diversity, equity and inclusion; youth engagement; 
and shared leadership and network building. Intentionally 
incorporating these approaches into our JA in a meaningful 
way, fosters different outcomes and priorities, attracts new 
opportunities, galvanizes partners, staff, and allies, and 
importantly – reaches and resonates with young people. 
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Grounded in the 
JA mission,  
we are driven by 
a portrait of the  
future where: 

Young people participating in JA Central Ontario experiences gain the 
knowledge, skills, and confidence they need to realize the opportunities, 
and realities, of work, school, and life. They benefit on this journey from 
the mentorship and inspiration of those who are navigating, shaping, and 
re-shaping their own stories. Our approach to learning empowers young 
people to consider how they can engage within the economy and the 
world of work in a way that works for them. 

This JA Central Ontario experience fuels their dreams, 
bolsters their potential, and creates the foundation  
for the economy and society of tomorrow.
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We have been very successful reaching 
youth by leveraging JA’s curriculum, 
partnerships, and skilled volunteers 
to provide valuable experiences. This 
portrait of the future, however, calls for 
thinking about reach in the context of 
impact. It begs important questions 
about who is included, how and by 
whom, about the learning environment, 
about who is engaged in JA delivery, 
and how this is all connected to our 
goals. Taking on this challenge is one 
that JA Central Ontario can’t achieve on 
our own; it will indeed take a village.

Ours is a complex adaptive challenge. 
It will require intentionality, thoughtful 
strategy, a willingness to experiment, an 
enabling culture, time, and a supportive 
network. 

ROOTED IN JA’S STRONG FOUNDATION:
JA MISSION 

TO INSPIRE AND PREPARE YOUNG PEOPLE TO SUCCEED  
IN A CHANGING GLOBAL ECONOMY.

Work readiness:  
Preparing youth  
for the jobs and 

economy of the future.

Financial literacy:  
Developing financial 

independence 
and economic 

empowerment.

Entrepreneurship:  
Cultivating an 

entrepreneurial 
mindset.

JA FOCUS

WHAT WE DO  
With the engagement of a highly-skilled and dedicated network of 

volunteers, educators, and partners, JA Central Ontario offers experiential 
learning experiences, inspiration, and mentorship to young people in 

grades 3-12. These digitally-engaged experiences are offered live, in-person 
and virtual, and through in-school and after-school programs.
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* Note: in the new model, this becomes an example of an outcome achieved enroute to the impact-focused vision.

toSo that we
shift from:

organization
-focused

impact
-focused

 Boldly accept and rise to meet the demands 
 and opportunities in this time of radical change, and 
 Reimagine our assets and deploy them with purpose

We will need to embrace continuity,
growth and transformation
to help us to:

Be the partner of choice for 
business, education and policy 
makers across Central Ontario 

seeking to expand youth education 
and economic development*.

 Central Ontario’s young people are 
economically empowered with the skills, 
experiences and relationships necessary 

to lead fulfilling lives and shape 
tomorrow’s society and economy.

OUR TRANSFORMATIONAL VISION
Our new strategic plan will strengthen our focus on impacting the lives of young people. 
This represents a subtle, yet important shift in our focus.
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Our Impact
Central Ontario’s 
young people are

 economically empowered 
with the skills, experiences 

and relationships necessary 
to lead fulfilling lives 

and shape tomorrow’s 
society and economy.

Our Outcomes
 Relevant approach
 Equitable, inclusive reach
 Resilient resources

Our Priorities

Our Principles
 Purpose-driven
 Inclusive
 Collaborative
 Future-ready
 Learning mindset

Our Approach
 Adapt programs to match 
 local aspirations
 Mobilize an aligned force of 
 educators, partners, volunteers 
 and alumni 
 Develop our capacity to 
 meet the needs of all youth
 Strengthen our organizational 
 health and sustainability

Seeding
Change

Feeding
Growth

Fulfilling
Purpose 

Aligning our efforts to impact



Thank you to all those who gave their time, talent, 
and thoughtful contributions to this strategic 
planning process. To the Board of Directors, Board 
of Governors, Strategic Planning Advisory 
Committee, Staff, Students and Alumni, Educators, 
Partners, JA Canada, and other friends of JA Central 
Ontario who participated – our plan is stronger for 
your engagement!

An additional thank you to the team at Openly Inc. 
for their guidance and expertise on this project.

133 Richmond Street West, Suite 405
Toronto, ON  M5H 2L3

416-360-5252
info@jacentralontario.org

jacentralontario.org




